
Buying 
beauty
Skin care is fast becoming an important 

component of health and beauty, 

especially with the growth in male-

grooming spending. 

Trends toward more natural products 

and the choices made by Generation Z 

(consumers under the age of 24)are having 

an increased impact on sales loyalties. 

Generation Z is very much in tune with 

social trends and are therefore more likely 

to be swayed by changes in perceptions 

and experiences in the product offering. 

Field Agent conducted a study of 

skin-care consumers in order to better 

understand preferences and behaviours 

around the purchase of male (grooming) 

and female (general) skin-care products, 

with a focused view on Generation Z.

Crowdsourcing via smartphones provides 

an unbiased, real-time understanding of 

consumer shopping habits and frustrations, 

assisting retailers to focus on relevant 

operational issues and reinforce customer 

loyalty and shopper satisfaction. Feedback 

is collected through photos, videos, audio, 

timers and barcode scanners, capturing 

consumer insights instantaneously. 

High-volume purchases provide strong 

support to retail performance. Skin care is 

one of the categories where shopper needs 

are important. It is therefore necessary 

to match expectations and needs with 

product range, availability and pricing. Here 

understanding consumer preferences and 

decision drivers can play an important 

role in finding that edge to consumer 

satisfaction and retention.
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Females that will buy more 
skin-care products next year

Interesting facts

61%
Males satisfied with layout of store

70%
Males interested in 

in-store grooming services

46%
Percentage of men purchase grooming 

products from grocery retailers?

76%

n Pick n Pay (19%); n Spar (11%);  
n Checkers (8%); n Shoprite (5%);  
n Clicks (4%); n Dischem (3%);  

n Other (1%)

Most popular retailer 
for female skin care

Most popular retailer 
for male skin care

n Pick n Pay (16%); n Checkers (9%);  
n Shoprite (7%); n Clicks (7%);  
n Spar (6%); n Other (4%);  

n Dischem (1%)

During the survey, we screened 865 

shoppers. A whopping 82% of those 

screened had purchased skin-care products 

in the last six weeks.

We invited 100 of them to complete a 

random in-store survey close to where they 

live. The sample was split into 50 female 

and 50 male shoppers. Locations visited are 

represented geographically (see map). Visits 

were verified using shop-front photos, 
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category photos, GPS, timestamps, and 

photos.

The most popular retailer for both male 

and female skin care was Pick n Pay. The 

most common brand used by males and 

females was Nivea, with Vaseline in second 

place. For females, the highest availability 

compared to usage was Johnson & Johnson. 

The most popular store visited by 

Generation-Z females was Pick n Pay, while 

for males it was between Pick n Pay and 

Shoprite. The most popular social-media 

platforms for Generation-Z shoppers 

surveyed were found to be Instagram 

(females), and Facebook/WhatsApp 

(males). About 61% of females surveyed 

believed that they will purchase more skin-

care products in the following year. 

About 70% of males surveyed were 

satisfied with the store layout of grooming 

products, with 46% of them being 

Female brands usage Require Available

Other 23 144

Nivea 23 35

Vaseline 14 14

Ponds 12 29

Dove 9 8

Garnier 7 20

Johnson & Johnson 7 27

Gentle Magic 5 12

Rooibos 4 9

Cetaphil 3 3

Dawn 3 7

Ingrams 3 10

Male Brands Usage Require Available

Nivea 40 44

Other 24 67

Vaseline 15 19

Gillette 4 9

Dove 3 3

Dawn 2 5

Loreal 2 7

Generation Z 
Selected Stores

Female Male

Pick n Pay 5 3

Spar 3 1

Checkers 2 0

Shoprite 2 3

Clicks 2 0

Dischem 1 1

Generation Z 
Favourite Social Media

Female Male

Instagram 5 1

Facebook 4 3

Twitter 3 1

WhatsApp 2 3

Snapchat 1 0

interested in an in-store grooming service 

to promote brands. Approximately 76% of 

men surveyed were found to purchase their 

grooming products from grocery stores.

For more details, email us at:  
client@fieldagentsa.com.

We are about 
sustainable 
refrigeration
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